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THE ATTITUDES OF THE PUBLIC TOWARD
SCIENCE AND SCIENCE EDUCATION
Robert E. lliger
Science Education Center
The University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa 52242
At the mid-point of the 1980's, science has once again risen in public esteem
a point parallel to that which existed in the mid 1950's. David 'rankelovich (1984
has recently presented data regarding changes in public attitudes toward science.
This positive perception of science has continued to improve during the last fi
years, as evidenced by follow-up studies at the University of Iowa (Fig. 3).
Interest in public support for science education has been of central interest fi
the past decade. Many national assessments in science education were conducted in 1976 - the year that public support for science education slipped to an altime low. The national curriculum efforts (as supported by NSF) were called in
serious question as debate questioned their continuation. Further, all support fi
pre-college teacher education activities was suspended.
In this environment, a multitude of national studies were undertaken. 1be
largest and most publicized of these were the three NSF Status Studies
(Helgeson, et al., 1977; Weiss, 1978; and Stake and Easley, 1978). Graduate
centers for science education were studied (Yager, 1980). Programs and staff fi
science in state departments of public instruction were investigated (Dowling &
Tuger, 1983). Several professional societies began major studies as a result of the
great decline in public support. The NSTA Accomplishment and Needs study is
perhaps the most noteworthy (NSTA, 1978). The Third Assessment of Science
as a part of the Annual National Assessment of Educational Progress efforts
provided, for the first time, information about attitudes toward science from
students and a young adult sample as well as the traditional achievement data
(NAEP, 1978).
Most of the studies began with 1955 - the period just prior to the Soviet
launching of Sputnik in October 1957. The 1960's were golden years for science
education as the public seemed to support activities without question. A total
two billion dollars of federal support was directed toward science education,
improvements during the two decades that followed Sputnik (Shamos, 1980).
During the 1976-80 period, collecting accurate information for the preceding
two decades was difficult. Evidentally, no one in the 1960's had felt the need (nor
had the support) to conduct careful assessments of the support, the affects ~
special efforts, or changes in public perception. For this reason, some of the
reflective information (as that reported in Figure 3) could be questioned.
However, it is the best we have.
Many who were most involved with the assessments following the 1976
challenges are collecting information on a regular basis so that problems
corrective actions are better monitored than they were in the past. This situati
makes the 'rankelovich report of greater interest.
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Figure 1
FAVORABLE ATTITUDES TOWARD SCIENCE
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1) Percentages based on national sample sizes ranging from 325 to 810.
2) All percentages rounded to the nearest whole number.
Figure 2
PERCENT OF THE U.S. PUBLIC FAVORABLE
CONCERNING SCIENCE EDUCATION
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1gure 3
A COMPARISON OF PUBLIC ATTITUDES TOWARD
SCIENCE & SCIENCE EDUCATION

In many respects the public attitude toward science education seems to
behind public attitude concerning science per se. At the same time, the pub·
perceptions of science and of science education are intimately related as lo ·
would suggest (Fig. 2).
Information collected from adult samples by follow-up studies using some
the affective items from NAEP supports this assessment (Yager & Yager, 19
& b). In addition, small national samples collected with the assistance of science
consultants in each state provide further support for the trends (Yager & Penick,
1985).
Figures 2 and 3 summarize information from questionnaires distributed to
citizen groups by 53 science supervisors and science education specialists frorn
32 states. Sample sizes for specific years (and/or combination of years) ranged
from 325 to 810. Some respondents refused to reflect on perceived attitude prior
to 1970 or even 1975. Fortunately, others were more willing to reflect on their
past perceptions of the importance of science and/or science education.
The information in Figure 2 shows that the public perception of the importance
of science education has improved dramatically from the late 70's. This public
support for science education reached an all-time high in 1985.
Figure 3 permits a comparison of public support (expression of importance)
for science and for science education. There is no indication that public support
for science education has ever exceeded public support for science. Perhaps this
relationship should be expected. Certainly science educators must be concerned
about the public support for science. As public support for and recognition of the
importance of science increase, the public support for science education increases. Science education is thus affected by the perceptions of the public
including the students enrolled in K-12 science programs. Support for science
education (and the development of a more informed public) is not likely to occur if
the general public questions the importance of the basic scientific process.
The data presented strengthens a definition of science education as a
discipline concerned with the interactions of science and society. As such,
science education can be viewed as a part of the total spectrum of science being the link between human endeavors called science and the rest of humanity
called society. Science education is an inquiry of the factors affecting public
understanding and support for scientific enterprise, and an inquiry of the factors
set by society upon the pursuit of science.
The results of this survey emphasize the fact that science and science
education are connected and intertwined. But, public interest in and support for
science education lags behind such interest in and support for science by 4-5
years. Since science education provides the link between science and the rest of
society, it is imperative that science education advance. Indeed, such advancement will assure the advancement of future science. Perhaps it is impossible to
reduce the lag in public support for science education. However; a reduction
would be desirable. Science education provides the best means we have for
closing the gap between the advance of science and technology and the public
process.
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